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Abstract: We present a general discussion about the fundamental physical
principles involved in a novel class of optical superlenses that permit to
realize in the far-field direct non-scanning images with subwavelength
resolution. Described superlenses are based in the illumination of the object
under observation with surface waves excited by fluorescence, the
enhanced transmission of fluorescence via coupling with surface waves,
and the occurrence of far-field coherence-related fluorescence diffraction
phenomena. A Fourier optics description of the image formation based on
illumination with surface waves is presented, and several recent
experimental realizations of this technique are discussed. Our theoretical
approach explains why images with subwavelength resolution can be
formed directly in the microscope camera, without involving scanning or
numerical post-processing. While resolution of the order of λ/7 has been
demonstrated using the described approach, we anticipate that deeper
optical subwavelength resolution should be expected.
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1. Introduction
The conventional wisdom, formed from the Abbe’s theory of image formation and Fourier
optics, is that traditional optical microscopy is diffraction-limited to spatial periods (p) larger
than ~λo/NA [1,2], or separation between two points (Δx) larger than λo/(2NA) [1–3], where
NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope objective lens, and λo is the free space
wavelength of the illuminating light. This explain why the theoretical prediction that a simple
thin layer of metal could be used to realize a practical superlens [4] was warmly received by
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the optical community searching for novel imaging techniques with subwavelength resolution
for nanotechnology and subcellular biological applications. Since then, optical subwavelength
resolution in the near-field using metallic superlenses has been demonstrated [5,6], exciting
new near-field superlenses without metal have been also proposed [7,8], and the original
concept was extended to the far-field [9–13]. Some demonstrated far-field superlenses require
intensive numerical image post processing [1,9], some require a structure much more
complicated than the original Pendry’s proposal [10], but until recently, all demonstrated farfield superlenses require a structure with at least a thin metal layer. The unavoidable inherent
losses associated with the presence of the metal layer constitute a drawback characteristic of
these superlenses [14]; therefore, alternative methods for mitigation of the metal-related
losses are of great interest.
Recently, the first far-field optical superlens without metal has been demonstrated. The
details of the experiments will be published elsewhere [15]. While investigating the physical
principles responsible for the subwavelength resolution capabilities of the far-field
superlenses that resemble more closely the original Pendry’s proposal [12,13], we realized
that the specific nature of the surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [16] excited in the superlens
was not a requirement for obtaining subwavelength resolution. This idea had been discussed
previously in the context of near-field superlenses [7,17] but its application to realize far-field
superlenses remains unexplored. In this work we show that the same physical principles are
responsible for the optical subwavelength resolution capabilities of demonstrated far-field
superlens without metal [15] and plasmonic superlenses [12,13]. In what follows, we group
both types of far-field superlenses in the concept of “surface wave illumination” superlenses
(SWIS). We show that the optical far-field subwavelength resolution obtained using SWIS is
based on three common principles: the illumination of the object under observation with
surface waves excited by fluorescence, the enhanced transmission of fluorescence via
coupling with surface waves, and the occurrence of far-field coherence-related fluorescence
diffraction phenomena. Therefore, SWIS are not ideal superlenses in the original sense of
being capable of infinite resolution [4,14,17], but they are far-field superlenses because SWIS
allow direct imaging in the far-field with subwavelength resolution, without involving
scanning or numerical post-processing. We present here, for the first time, a comprehensive
Fourier Optics description of the image formation in a SWIS-microscope arrangement. The
theory of image formation using SWIS proposed in this wok represents a generalization to
far-field superlenses of the well-known Abbe’s theory of image formation. This makes the
design of far-field superlenses easier and more intuitive by expanding the range of
applicability of the conventional wisdom about the image formation in optical instruments.
For instance, we show using these ideas how it might be possible to obtain deep optical
subwavelength resolution with SWIS.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we make a general description of a SWIS
and discuss the phenomena of enhanced transmission of fluorescence via excitement of
surface waves. Section 3 is dedicated to the Fourier optics description of the formation of the
Fourier plane (FP) images obtained in a SWIS-microscope arrangement. Several simple
examples are presented, and the analytical expressions are derived and compared with
experimental FP images. In Section 4, a Fourier optics description of the formation of the
surface emission (SE) images is presented, and the origin of the SWIS subwavelength
resolution is elucidated. Finally, the conclusions of this work are given in Section 5.
2. Enhanced transmission of fluorescence coupled to surface waves
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the rather simple transversal structure of a
typical SWIS. The SWIS substrate is formed by a ~150 μm thick glass cover slip. At the top
of the SWIS is a ~150 nm thick layer of PolyMethylMethAcrylate (PMMA) doped with
Rhodamine-6G (R6G) with peak emission at λo~568 nm wavelength. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
an optional ~50 nm thick gold layer may be present between the substrate and the top layer.
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The object under observation (not shown in Fig. 1(a)) should be embedded in the PMMA +
R6G layer. The SWIS with the object under observation is then placed in a traditional inverse
microscope with an immersion oil high NA objective lens. A detailed description of a typical
SWIS-microscope arrangement have being previously published [12,13,15,18,19].

Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section schematic illustration of a sample used in a typical SWIS. (b)-(e)
illustrates different excitation schemes: conventional surface wave excitation [(b) and (d)] and
the excitation of the surface waves in SWIS [(c) and (e)] for superlenses with [(b) and (c)] and
without [(d) and (e)] a thin metal layer.

Typically, the R6G fluorophores in the PMMA layer are excited with light of a continuous
wave 532nm wavelength emitted by a diode pumped solid state laser. In SWIS, surface waves
are excited in the medium/PMMA interface by spontaneous emission events occurring
randomly in every direction near the interface, where the medium is gold in plasmonic
superlenses [12,13] or glass in superlenses without metal [15]. The surface waves are SPP in
plasmonic superlenses, or surface waves related with total internal reflection (TIR)
phenomena in superlenses without metal [15]. As shown in Figs. 1(b)-1(e), in SWIS the
excitation of surface waves by fluorescence results in a type of reverse phenomena when
compared to more standard methods to excite the surface waves. Figure 1(b) shows a
schematic illustration of SPP excitation using the well-known Kretschmann configuration
[16]. As it is illustrated in Fig. 1(c), plasmonic SWIS are based on the optical reversibility
principle [2], i.e., the excitation of SPP by fluorescence results in the occurrence of plasmoncoupled leakage radiation [18,20,21]. Figure 1(d) shows a schematic illustration of TIR in a
conventional prism. The incident light produces a surface wave at the glass surface that
travels a few microns before leaking to the glass producing the reflected light [15, 22,23]. As
it is illustrated in Fig. 1(e), in SWIS without metal the output light is produced by the
fluorescence-excited surface waves without the presence of an incident beam. In SWIS, the
surface waves excited by fluorescence illuminate the object under observation; i.e. the surface
waves are the illumination source. This is of particular importance. A well known result of
the Abbe’s theory of image formation and Fourier optics is that the minimum resolvable
period using a traditional microscope is given by the following expression [1,2, 24]:
pmin =

λ

o
.
(1)
NA
Equation (1) corresponds to a minimum resolvable separation between two points of
Δx~0.61pmin [1,19]. However, it is less known that Eq. (1) is derived assuming that the sample
is illuminated by a coherent monochromatic plane wave that propagates perpendicularly to
the surface of the sample under observation. The electric field associated with the surface
waves has a more prominent component, E† , which is perpendicular to the propagation

direction and can be perpendicular or parallel to the medium/PMMA interface; therefore, in
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SWIS the illumination source can be considered, in a first approximation, a superposition of
plane waves propagating in all directions along the medium/PMMA interface. As a
consequence, one should expect that Eq. (1) could not apply to SWIS. The component E† of
the electric field associated with a plane wave propagating along the medium/PMMA

interface in the direction defined by the wavevector, k w is described by the following
expression:

 
E† r, t = E†o sin k w ⋅ r − ω t ,
(2)

( )

(

)

where,

k w = k w = 2π

λo
λ = ko neff , λ = neff , ω = 2πν .

(3)

E†o , λ, and ν are the amplitude, wavelength, and frequency of the plane wave, respectively;

neff is the effective refractive index experienced by the surface wave, and r = ( x, y ) is
contained in the plane z = 0 (medium /PMMA interface). The surface waves are continuously
leaking to the glass substrate of the sample while propagating through the medium/PMMA
interface [25–27]. This is the light used for imaging in a SWIS-microscope arrangement
[12,13,15,18,19].



Fig. 2. Light leaks in the direction defined by kl , which forms an angle θl with respect to the
axis z. Leaked light is contained in the plane ρ, which also contains the z axis and the vectors





k w and kl .


As shown in Fig. 2, for a given value of k w , leakage radiation is very directional. It
occurs in a very narrow angle interval centered at a direction forming an angle θl respect to
the normal to the medium/PMMA interface [20,21, 25]. Therefore, the light leaking in the
direction θl can be described to a good approximation as a plane wave [25], which electric
field (El) is given by the following expression:

 
El s, t = Elo sin kl ⋅ s − ω t ,
(4)

( )
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where

kl = k ⊥2 + k2 = 2π

λo
λs , λs = ns .

(5)

Here ns is the refractive index of the substrate, s = ( x, y , z ) , and Elo is proportional to E†o

[25–28]. k ⊥ and k are the components of the wavevector of the leakage radiation ( kl ) in the

direction perpendicular and parallel to the medium/PMMA interface, respectively. k is also

parallel to k w [26], and its magnitude is given by the following expression [16,18,25]:
k = kl sin θ l = k w .

(6)

SPP surface waves have a small component of the electric field in the direction of
propagation [25], which makes Eq. (2) only a first approximation of a SPP plane wave.
However, Eq. (4) is still valid for a SPP wave because Elo is proportional to the amplitudes
of both electric field components [25]. A signature of the occurrence of enhanced
transmission of fluorescence coupled to surface waves [15,20,21,29] is that the
Elo / E†o >> Et / E†o , where Et is the magnitude of the electric field corresponding to the
fluorescence radiation that pass through the medium/PMMA interface without exciting
surface waves. The surface and the leakage radiation plane waves described by the Eqs. (2)
and (4), respectively, are coherent waves. This description is then appropriate only if the
coherence length of the fluorescence (lc) is larger than the propagation length of the surface
waves (L). The value of lc can be estimated using the following expression [30]:
lc =

λo2
,
Δλ

(7)

where Δλ is the spectral width of the passband filter placed after the immersion oil objective
lens for filtering the laser excitation light [12,13,15,18,19]. For Δλ = 10 nm, we calculate a
value of lc ~30 μm, which is larger than the values of L~20μm [16,25,26] and few μm [22,23]
for SPP and surface waves related to TIR, respectively. Therefore, it is well justified to

consider that in SWIS the sample is illuminated in the direction determined by k w by a
coherent surface wave excited by fluorescence.
3. Formation of the Fourier plane images
3.1 Homogeneous sample
For a SWIS without object under observation, the optical disturbance (U) at the
medium/PMMA interface (z = 0) associated to El is given by the following expression [24]:
 

Uϕ ( x, y , z = 0) = Cϕ ei kw  r = Cϕ e (

i xk w cosϕ + yk w sin ϕ )

,

(8)


where Cφ is a real constant, i is the imaginary unit, and φ is the angle between k w and the x
axis (see Fig. 2). k w = 0 corresponds to a plane wave traversing perpendicularly and
 

undisturbed through the plane z = 0; therefore, the phase factor ei kw  r carries the information
about the directionality of the leakage radiation associated to a plane wave propagating in the

direction defined by k w along the medium/PMMA interface. The optical disturbance at the
Fourier plane (FP), Uφ(kx,ky), is given by the Fourier Transform (FT) of Uφ(x,y,z = 0) [24],
i.e.:
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Uϕ ( k x , k y ) ∝ FT Uϕ ( x, y , z = 0)  ∝  Uϕ ( x, y , z = 0)e

(

− i xk x + yk y

)

dxdy.

(9)

Here k = 2π/Λ and 1/Λ is the spatial frequency. Using Eqs. (8) and (9) results, for the
excitation in a homogeneous sample of the surface wave described by Eq. (2), the following
expression:
Uϕ ( k x , k y ) ∝  Cϕ e

(

)

− i  ( k x − k w cosϕ ) x + k y − k w sin ϕ y 

dxdy

∝ δ ( k x − k w cos ϕ , k y − k w sin ϕ ).

(10)

Where δ(k) is the delta of Dirac function [24]. The intensity distribution at the FP is
proportional to the square of the absolute value of Uϕ ( k x , k y ) , i.e.:
2

Iϕ (k x , k y ) ∝ Uϕ ( k x , k y ) .

(11)

From Eqs. (9)-(11) then follows that:
Iϕ (k x , k y ) ∝ δ 2 ( k x − k w cos ϕ , k y − k w sin ϕ ).

(12)

The intensity distribution in the FP images obtained in the SWIS-microscope arrangement
[12,13,15,18,19] is the part of Iϕ ( k x , k y ) inside of the reciprocal space region captured by the

microscope objective lens, k ≤ ko NA ; i.e.:

k w > ko NA
Iϕ , FPI ( k x , k y )
,

∝ δ 2 ( k x − k w cos ϕ , k y − k w sin ϕ ) , k w ≤ ko NA
= 0,

(13)

Therefore, the intensity distribution in a FP image, corresponding to the excitation in a
homogeneous sample of the surface wave described by Eq. (2), is a bright spot at the
 
reciprocal space point ( k w cos ϕ , k w sin ϕ ) at the extreme of the vector k = k w . Basically,
Iϕ , FPI ( k x , k y ) is the observed far-field diffraction pattern, which is produced by the

interference between photons that leaks from the medium/PMMA interface in the direction

defined by k w . The interference occurs because it is impossible to know the path of the

photons arriving to the FP image at the spot ( k w cos ϕ , k w sin ϕ ) . I.e., photons that leaks in the
direction, φ, through different points in the medium/PMMA interface, and arrive to the same
spot in the FP image, are undistinguishable; therefore, they interfere [31–33]. However,
photons that leaks in different directions can be distinguished by the direction of their
momenta; thus, they cannot interfere [31–33]. In consequence, the total intensity at the FP,
IT(kx,ky), must be calculated by adding the intensity contributions Iϕ ( k x , k y ) corresponding to

all the surface waves illumination directions φ; i.e, IT(kx,ky) is described by the following
expression:
I T ( k x , k y ) =  Iϕ ( k x , k y ).

(14)

ϕ
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Fig. 3. FP images obtained with a SWIS-microscope arrangement corresponding to a uniform
sample where (a) SPPs and (b) surface waves related to TIR, were excited. When the direction
of propagation of the surface waves along the medium/PMMA interface, φ, changes from 0 to



2π, k w rotates describing a ring.


Consequently, assuming that k w ≤ ko NA , for a homogeneous sample the intensity

distribution in the FP image is a bright ring of radius k = kw centered at the origin of the
reciprocal space. Figure 3 shows FP images obtained with a SWIS-microscope arrangement
corresponding to two homogeneous samples [15,18]. A thin (thick) bright ring in Fig. 3(a)
(3(b)) corresponds to the enhanced transmission of fluorescence coupled to SPP [20,21,29]
(surface waves related to TIR [15]). The weak background in the FP images is produced by
the fluorescence that passed through the medium/PMMA interface without exciting surface
waves. The difference in brightness between the rings and the background corresponds to the
fluorescence enhancement transmission condition Elo / E†o >> Et / E†o . As illustrated in Fig. 3,

when the direction φ of the surface wave illumination changes from 0 to 2π, the vector k w
rotates describing a ring. The width of the thin ring in Fig. 3(a) is not zero because in reality
the propagation length of a lossy surface wave is not infinite, as it is implicit in Eq. (2), but
finite. As a consequence, the leakage radiation occurs in a very narrow but finite angle
interval [20,21,25], the spot ( k w cos ϕ , k w sin ϕ ) gets elongated in the radial direction, and the
transversal section of the ring exhibits a Lorentzian profile with a width inverse proportional
to the propagation length of the surface wave [25]. The thick ring in Fig. 3(b) corresponds to
the occurrence of TIR for a broad range of incident angles [15]. This is because, as sketched
in Figs. 1(e) and 1(d), surface waves are excited by the fluorescence with a different value of
k w for every angle larger than the TIR angle. It should be pointed out that the sum of
intensities in Eq. (14) is different than alternative approaches where the electric field
amplitudes corresponding to light leaked in different directions were added [34,35]. A
comprehensive study of this apparent discrepancy will be published elsewhere.
3.2 Periodic sample
For a sample with a sinusoidal profile of period p along the x axes, the optical disturbance (U)
at the gold/PMMA interface (z = 0) associated to El is proportional to the Bloch wavefunction
corresponding to the periodical structure, i.e [36]:
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Uϕ , p ( x, y , z = 0) = Cϕ 1 + sin

(

Uϕ , p (k x , k y ) ∝  Cϕ 1 + sin

(

2π
p

)

 

x  ei kw  r

(15)
i xk cosϕ + yk w sin ϕ )
= Cϕ 1 + sin 2pπ x  e ( w
.
From Eqs. (9) and (15) follows that the optical disturbance at the FP is now given by the
following expression:
2π
p

)

x  e

(

)

(

)

− i ( k x − k w cosϕ ) x + k y − k w sin ϕ y 

dxdy.

(16)

)}

(17)

Thus:

{


 
  

 
Uϕ , p (k ) ∝ δ  k − k w  + δ  k − G + k w  + δ  k − −G + k w  ,





(

)

(


where G is the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to the grating, i.e.:

G = G = 2pπ .
(18)

Uϕ , p ( k ) is a shifted version of the optical disturbance corresponding to the far-field two-

dimensional diffraction pattern that would be obtained under traditional out-of-plane
perpendicular illumination [24]. Therefore, Eq. (16) can be rewritten as:

 
Uϕ , p ( k ) = U ⊥ , p ( k − k w ),
(19)
where:


 
 
U ⊥ , p ( k ) ∝ δ  k  + δ  k − G  + δ  k + G  .
(20)
Consequently, if k w + G ≤ ko NA , the BFP image is formed by three bright spots at the

{

reciprocal

}

points ( k w cos ϕ , k w sin ϕ ) ,

space

( k w cos ϕ − G , kw sin ϕ )

and
( k w cos ϕ + G , kw sin ϕ ) ,
  
 
at the extreme of the vectors k w , G + k w , and −G + k w , respectively.

Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (14) permits to calculate the total intensity distribution at the
FP, IT(kx,ky), corresponding to the incoherent superposition of numerous plane waves
propagating in all directions along the medium/PMMA interface.
Figure 4 shows a FP image corresponding to a plasmonic sample with a periodic profile
along the x-axis, with p = 4 μm, for a case where k w + G < ko NA [18]. As shown in Fig. 4,

when the direction φ of the surface waves illumination changes from 0 to 2π, the vectors k w
with origin at the points ( 0,0 ) , ( + G , 0 ) , and ( −G ,0 ) rotate simultaneously around their

origins. As a consequence, the three spots ( k w cos ϕ , k w sin ϕ ) , ( k w cos ϕ + G, k w sin ϕ ) , and

( k w cos ϕ − G , kw sin ϕ ) simultaneously describe circumferences of radius k w centered at the
points ( 0, 0 ) , ( + G ,0 ) , and ( −G ,0 ) , respectively. Due to the non-sinusoidal profile of the
sample, in addition to the zero and first order rings, two arc-segments of the second order
rings centered at the points ( + 2G ,0 ) , and ( −2G ,0 ) can be seen in the FP image shown in
Fig. 4. The second order rings do not appear complete because in the FP image only appears
the fraction of the total intensity distribution IT(kx,ky), which is inside of the reciprocal space

region k ≤ ko NA .
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Fig. 4. FP image corresponding to a plasmonic sample with a periodic profile along the x-axis,
with p = 4 μm. When the direction φ of the surface waves illumination changes from 0 to 2π,



the extreme of each vector k w describes a circumference.

3.3 General case
In general, the optical disturbance at the medium/PMMA interface corresponding to a single
plane wave propagating along the medium/PMMA interface is given by the following
expression:
 

Uϕ ( x, y , z = 0) = f ( x, y )ei kw  r = f ( x, y )e (

i xk w cosϕ + yk w sin ϕ )

,

(21)

where f(x,y) is the optical disturbance at the medium/PMMA interface that would exist under
traditional perpendicular out-of-plane illumination. The corresponding optical disturbance at
the FP is then given by the following expression:
Uϕ ( k x , k y ) ∝  f ( x, y )e

(

)

− i  ( k x − k w cosϕ ) x + k y − k w sin ϕ y 

dxdy.
(22)

Therefore, Uϕ ( k ) is proportional to the two-dimensional FT of f(x,y) after a translation in

the reciprocal space by k w , i.e.:

 
Uϕ ( k ) = U ⊥ ( k − k w ),
(23)

where, U ⊥ ( k ) would be the optical disturbance at the medium/PMMA interface if the sample
was traditionally studied with perpendicular out-of-plane illumination i.e.:
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U ⊥ ( k ) ∝ FT [ f ( x, y ) ] ∝  f ( x, y )e − i k  r dxdy.

(24)


In general, Uϕ ( k ) is different than zero in a large area, therefore Uϕ ( k ) is not an slide in
the direction φ of the BFP image as it was proposed in Ref. 18. The intensity distribution


Iϕ ( k ) at the FP corresponding to Uϕ ( k ) is given by the Eq. (11). The total intensity

distribution at the FP, I T ( k ) , must be obtained by adding the intensity

contributions Iϕ ( k ) corresponding to all the surface waves illumination directions φ;
therefore, it is described by the Eq. (14). Consequently, from Eqs. (11) and (14), and Eq. (24)
we obtain:

2
I T ( k ) ≈  aϕ U ⊥ ( k x − k w cos ϕ , k y − k w sin ϕ ) .
(25)
ϕ

2

Each term aϕ U ⊥ ( k x − k w cos ϕ , k y − k w sin ϕ ) in Eq. (25) is a shifted version with weight
aϕ of the FP image that would be observed under traditional perpendicular out-of-plane

illumination. Therefore, one can find, from the distribution of points where U ⊥ ( k ) ≠ 0 , the

distribution of reciprocal space points ( k x , k y ) where I T ( k ) ≠ 0 . In order to achieve this, one

can imagine, as shown in Fig. 4, a vector k w attached to each point ( k x' , k y' ) such that
U ⊥ ( k x' , k x' ) ≠ 0 (represented by red dots in Fig. 4). When the direction φ of the surface wave

illumination changes from 0 to 2π, the vectors k w rotate simultaneously around their origins.

This resulting in each point ( k x' , k y' ) being substituted by a ring of radius k w centered in that
point. The collection of all these rings form the distribution of reciprocal space points
( k x , k y ) where IT (k x , k y ) ≠ 0 . The total intensity distribution in the FP image, IT,FPI(kx,ky), is
the part of I T ( k x , k y ) captured by the microscope high NA objective lens; i.e.:

k > ko NA
I T , FPI ( k x , k y )
.

= I T ( k x , k y ) , k ≤ ko NA
= 0,

(26)

It should be pointed out here that the observation of full rings in the FP images (see
instance in Fig. 4) is conditioned by the existence of surface waves traveling in all directions
in the medium/PMMA interface. However, this is not always the case. It is well known that
two dimensional plasmonic and photonic crystals may have directional gaps [37–39].
Directional gaps are formed when the propagation in the crystal of surface waves are
prohibited in a range of directions. When this happen the weight coefficient in Eq. (25) is
equal to zero for all prohibited directions.
4. Origin of subwavelength resolution

In the SWIS-microscope arrangement, each surface wave illumination direction φ produces
an independent image of the object under observation, Iϕ ,SEI ( x, y ) , at the image plane of the
microscope. The intensity distribution of this image is given by the following expression:
2

Iϕ , SEI ( x, y ) ∝ Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) ,
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where Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) is the optical disturbance at the image plane corresponding to Uϕ , FP ( k x , k y ) ,

which is the part of Uϕ ( k ) captured by the microscope lenses, i.e.:

k > ko NA
Uϕ , FP ( k x , k y )
.

= Uϕ ( k x , k y ) , k ≤ ko NA
= 0,

(28)

Therefore, Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) is given by the inverse FT of Uϕ , FP ( k x , k y ) , i.e [24]:
Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) ∝ FT −1 Uϕ , FP ( k x , k y )  ∝  Uϕ , FP ( k x , k y )e

(

i xk x + yk y

)

dk x dk y .

(29)

The final intensity distribution in the SE image obtained with the SWIS-microscope
arrangement [12,13,15,18,19], I SEI ( x, y ) , is formed by addition of the images corresponding
to all directions, i.e.:
I SEI ( x, y ) =  Iϕ , SEI ( x, y ).

(30)

ϕ

The sum of the intensities corresponding to different directions at the medium/PMMA
interface was previously introduced for plasmonic crystals by showing that plasmon-coupled
leakage radiation superlenses can be used to directly probe the Bloch wavefunctions of the
photons in a two-dimensional crystal [36]. The correspondence between the SE image and the
electric field distribution in the medium/PMMA interface is due to the proportionality
between Elo in Eq. (4) and E†o in Eq. (2). The origin of the subwavelength resolution
capabilities of SWIS [13,15,19] can be better illustrated for simple periodical structures. As
discussed above, when k w + G ≤ ko NA , the zero and first order rings are observed in the FP
image corresponding to a one dimensional periodic structure (see Fig. 4); therefore, using
Eqs. (17) and (19), and Eqs. (28)-(29), results:
 
Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) ∝ FT −1 U ⊥ , p ( k − k w ) 
(31)
 
  
  
∝ FT −1 δ  k − k w  + δ  k − k w + G  + δ  k − k w − G  .




Therefore, it follows from the shift property of FT and Eq. (31) that for any illumination
direction φ, the absolute value of the optical disturbance at the image plane Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) is

{

(

)

(

)}

proportional to the optical disturbance that would be at the object plane under traditional
perpendicular out-of-plane illumination, i.e.:
Uϕ , IP ( x, y ) ∝ 1 + sin

(

)

x  .
(32)
From Eqs. (30) and (32) follows that every SE image obtained using directional surface
waves illumination, Iϕ ,SEI ( x, y ) , independently of the illumination direction φ, matches the
2π
p

image that would be obtained under traditional perpendicular out-of-plane illumination.
Therefore, in correspondence with experimental results [18], from Eq. (30) follows than in the
case k w + G ≤ ko NA , the total intensity distribution in the SE image closely matches the image
that would be obtained under perpendicular out-of-plane illumination.
The more interesting case of k w + G > ko NA but k w − G ≤ ko NA is depicted in Fig. 5. A
schematic illustration of the transversal structure of a plasmonic SWIS (SWIS without metal)
is shown in Fig. 5(a) (Fig. 5(b)). The fabrication details of these samples have been published
elsewhere [15,19]. The plasmonic SWIS is a plasmonic crystal with square symmetry and
period of p = 300 nm formed by patterning the top PMMA + R6G layer; therefore, the
patterned air holes with a diameter of 100 nm were the object under observation in this
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sample [19]. The SWIS without metal is a photonic crystal with square symmetry and period
of p = 220 nm formed by ~35 nm thick chromium (Cr) deposited over a ~150 μm thick
coverslip substrate. A 110 nm thick layer of PMMA doped with R6G was then spun on top of
the whole structure, and finally, in order to increase the subwavelength resolution, a drop of
water was placed on top of the fabricated SWIS; therefore, the Cr pillars were the object
under observation in this sample [15]. Cr was used here because it does not exhibit a welldefined plasmonic signature, can be simply patterned after deposition on a glass substrate,
and it provides high SE contrast images. Therefore we denote the sample sketched in Fig.
5(b) as an SWIS without metal.

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the transversal structure of a (a) plasmonic SWIS, and (b)
SWIS without metal. (c) FP image corresponding to the plasmonic SWIS. (d) Intensity
distribution inside of the zero order ring resulting from subtracting the FP image corresponding
to a homogeneous SWIS without metal, from the FP image corresponding to the SWIS without
metal with a periodic patterned structure.

Figure 5(c) shows the FP image obtained with a SWIS-microscope arrangement
corresponding to the plasmonic SWIS with the structure sketched in Fig. 5(a). The zero order
ring and arc-segments of the first order rings distributed with square symmetry are clearly
seen in this image. A similar FP image was obtained using the SWIS without metal with the
structure sketched in Fig. 5(b) [15]; however, the first order rings were faint in the image.
This indicates that the in-plane scattering of the surface waves was more efficient in the
plasmonic SWIS than in the SWIS without metal [34]. Nevertheless, the presence of the faint
first order rings is revealed in Fig. 5(d), which shows the intensity distribution inside of the
zero order ring, resulting from subtracting the FP image corresponding to the homogeneous
SWIS without metal with the structure sketched in Fig. 1(a) (see Fig. 3(b)), from the FP
image corresponding to the SWIS without metal with the structure sketched in Fig. 5(b).
Similarly to the FP image shown in Fig. 5(c), arc-segments of the thick first order rings
distributed with square symmetry are clearly seen in Fig. 5(d).
The graphical compositions shown in Fig. 6 illustrate how the FP images shown in Fig. 5
are formed by the superposition of rings of radius k w centered at the spots corresponding to
the diffraction pattern that would be obtained using traditional perpendicular out-of-plane
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illumination. Only the arc-segments of these rings captured by the high NA objective lens are
observed in the FP image. Neighbors spots are separated in the reciprocal space a distance G
= 2π/p. A well-known result of the Abbe’s theory of image formation is that the periodic
structure of the sample would not appear in the image if the first order spots were not
captured by the microscope lenses [2]. This is what happens in the FP images shown in Figs.
5 and 6; therefore, the periodic structures existing in the samples sketched in Fig. 5(a) and
5(b) could not be observed in the SE images that were obtained using traditional
perpendicular out-of-plane illumination. This is in correspondence with the minimum
observable period of pmin~381 nm calculated from (1) with NA = 1.49. However, the periodic
structures with period of p = 300 nm and 220 nm sketched in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively,
have been successfully imaged (not shown here) using a SWIS-microscope arrangement
[15,19]. Consequently, the subwavelength resolution capabilities of SWIS have already been
unambiguously demonstrated.

Fig. 6. Graphical composition illustrating how the FP images shown in (a) Fig. 5(c), and 5(b)
Fig. 5(d) are formed. The red spots represent the diffraction pattern that would be observed
using traditional perpendicular out-of-plane illumination. Similar fractions of the first order
rings are observed in both images.

In what follows we will show that the subwavelength resolution capabilities of SWIS can
be easily understood using the Fourier optics description of the image formation in a SWISmicroscope arrangement presented above. The diffraction pattern produced by illuminating
the samples with surface waves propagating in the direction φ is formed by the five spots

pointed by the vectors k w , which are represented by red arrows in Fig. 6. The rings are

formed when the vectors k w rotated around the red spots shown in Fig. 6. Only the
diffraction spots captured by the high NA objective lens are observed in the FP image. When
φ~3π/4 in the instance illustrated in Fig. 6(b), only the diffraction spot at the reciprocal space

point S = − 2 2 k w , 22 k w is contained in the region k ≤ ko NA ; therefore, using Eq. (29),

(

)

results:

{

)}


( x, y ) ∝ FT −1 δ  k − − 2 2 k w , 22 k w  .
(33)


4
Therefore, from Eqs. (27) and (33) follow that I 5π 4 , SEI ( x, y ) is constant. This means that
U 5π

, IP

(

the periodic structure in the object under observation cannot be observed in the image formed
by using only surface waves propagating in the direction φ = 3π/4. This is exactly what would
be seen using traditional perpendicular out-of-plane illumination. Nevertheless, the final
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intensity distribution in the image is formed by superposition of the images corresponding to
all directions. In the instances illustrated in Fig. 6, there are several directions for which first
order spots are captured by the microscope objective lens. As a result, the periodic structure
of the object under observation is stamped in the final intensity distribution in the
image, I SEI ( x, y ) . This is the origin of the subwavelength resolution capabilities of SWIS.
Consequently, for a SWIS-microscopy arrangement we can rephrase the traditional enunciate
of the Abbe’s theory of image formation saying that, if a fraction of the first order rings can
be captured by the high NA objective lens, then the periodic structure of the sample will be
visible in the image [13,15]. This results into the following expressions for the minimum
period observable using SWIS [13,15]:
pSPP ,min =

pTIR ,min =

λo
NA + neff

λo
nsup + nsub

,

(34)

,

(35)

where, neff is the effective refractive index experienced by the excited SPP in plasmonic
SWIS; and nsub and nsup are the refractive index of the media below and in top of the
medium/PMMA interface in the SWIS without metal. It is worth noting that the minimum
period observable is related with the Rayleigh resolution criteria [2] giving the minimum
resolvable separation between two points, Δx, by the relation Δx = pmin/2 [1,13,15]. Therefore,
from Eq. (1) with NA = 1.49, results a value of Δx ~λo/3~190 nm; meanwhile, Δx values as
small as λo/7~80 nm have been demonstrated using SWIS [13,15]. Although super-resolution
can be achieved for periodic and non-periodic samples [13,19] with any SWIS, the wave
excitation choice will depend on several factors such as complexity of sample fabrication,
subwavelength resolution limit, and contrast definition of the optical images. For instance,
surface waves related to total internal reflection require simpler samples dispensing the need
of metal layers when compared to samples investigated by SPP wave excitation. However, it
follows from Eq. (34) that deeper subwavelength resolution should be achievable using
plasmonic SWIS having a medium/PMMA interface where neff >>1. Values of neff much
larger than nsub and nsup are possible to obtain in plasmonic SWIS due to non-linear dispersion
relation of SPP [16].
5. Conclusions

We have presented, for the first time, a Fourier optics description of the image formation in a
SWIS-microscope arrangement. We found an excellent correspondence between the
analytical expressions obtained using the Fourier optics approach and the experimental
images. We have shown that the same physical principles are responsible for the
demonstrated subwavelength resolution capabilities of both plasmonic SWIS and SWIS
without metal. In general, SWIS are based in the illumination of the object under observation
with surface waves excited by fluorescence, the enhanced transmission of fluorescence via
coupling with surface waves, and the occurrence of far-field coherence-related fluorescence
diffraction phenomena. Our theoretical approach explains why images with subwavelength
resolution can be formed directly in the microscope camera, without involving scanning or
numerical post-processing. Finally, we have suggested alternative solutions to obtain deep
optical subwavelength resolution with a SWIS-microscope arrangement.
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